Hypoxia: a double-edged sword of immunity.
Hypoxia is a condition of low oxygen tension that characterizes virtually every site of inflammation, tissue damage, and neoplasia. Hypoxic environment attracts infiltrating immune cells that move against oxygen gradients and respond to these demanding conditions by switching to anaerobic metabolism to maintain their energy requirements. Several lines of evidence suggest that oxygen deprivation causes opposite effects on the innate or adaptive immune responses. We will review the evidence that the hypoxic environment promotes the recruitment, activation, and survival of innate immune cells while inhibiting the adaptive immunity through downregulation of effector lymphocyte functions. This divergent regulation of the innate and adaptive immunity appears to reflect evolutionary mechanisms aimed to both guarantee tissue homeostasis and provide safeguard mechanisms against autoimmunity. Selective inhibition of hypoxic signaling pathways in myeloid versus lymphoid cells may open new therapeutic opportunities in diseases characterized by low oxygen tension.